


LOKERMANN WELDING MACHINES RANGE
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GRAND MIG 500 PULSE

GRAND MIG 500 PULSE is a three phase multi process 
inverter power source suitable for MMA, GOUGING, TIG 
DC(lift arc), MIG SINERGIC, MIG PULSE and MIG DOUBLE 
PULSE. Strong inverter (500 ampere at 60% duty cycle) 
and robust design permit an hard use in indoor and 
outdoor applications.
Intuitive commands and synergic modes both in MMA 
and in MIG make GRAND MIG 500 PULSE suitable for 
any professional use.
Inverter power source and stand-by mode make this 
welding machine efficient.
Possibility of controlling a welding carriage and possibility 
to connect the DIGIT mig torch help the welder to save 
time and to work with greater comfort. Excellent welding 
performance, high productivity and hard wearing make 
GRAND MIG 500 PULSE the best choice in alluminium, 
mild steel and stainless steel applications.

A full range of arc welding inverter power sources dedicated to professional use, MMA, MIG and TIG welding process 
and Plasma Cutting.  
LOKERMANN has created a complete range of products for every use and situation. Most of the products are developed 
with PFC technology and Multivoltage system to guarantee greater efficiency and lower power consumption in any 
ambient – indoor, external, off shore.
Strength, Reliability and excellent welding performance, all in an innovative and attractive design.



LOKERMANN TORCHES RANGE
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LKM MIG 500HC

LOKERMANN has created a full range of torches dedicated to professional use by thinking about the welder.
Innovative design handles are made of robust materials to ensure reliability over time and with rubber inserts to make 
it practical and comfortable.
MIG range, TIG range and PLASMA range, have been designed both for LOKERMANN power source and for all other 
professional welding systems.

Special torch head with double water recirculation saves spare 
parts consumption in heavy welding processes.

Ergonomic handle with soft grips ensure
daily welder comfort.

Water cooled cable system is built
with high temperature resistant
rubber cab.



AUTO DARKENING HELMETS RANGE
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LKM HD AREO CON AREO SYSTEM

LOKERMANN autodarkening helmets range is composed by 3 models, 
every one with different features. Real vision technology, big view size, 
high protection are the main features of LOKERMANN filters. Lightness, 
ergonomicity and elegant design guarantee comfort to welder. The 
“Aero System” (air purifying respirator) available for any model of 
helmet completes the range.

AREO is a portable system developed to protect both the eyes and the respiratory tract of the welder. The filter
auto darkening ALTAVISTA HD combined with a light and comfortable helmet and ventilation system LKM gua-
rantees maximum protection to the welder who can use this system in the most extreme activities. The filtering 
unit works with 3 speeds of use, the clear display allows you to set the equipment showing the battery charge 
level and the filter status, and an acoustic signal warns when the battery is running out. The whole filter unit is 
hooked by adjustable straps giving maximum comfort operator. The right choice for welder protection.
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CLOTHING FOR WELDER  LKM STYLE

The work of the Welder is very difficult and dangerous; he often operates in uncomfortable positions
surrounded by sheets or other sharp and blunt parts. Not to mention about abrasions and burns.
We like to think that whoever uses our welding equipment does it SAFE, COMFORTABLE and PRACTICAL.
We have created a specific clothing line for the welder to make this profession SAFER.          

Particular attention to the creation 
of the jacket LKM style: completely 
made in ITALY, with our design 
and high quality leather.
Flame retardant fabric on the 
back cut and soft; bellows on the 
sleeves and velcro closure.
This jacket allows wide movements 
without discovering the parts of 
the body for total welder safety

SILVER BLUE LINE

SLEEVE WITH BELLOWS

VELCRO CLOSURE SYSTEM

WELD APRON STRONG WELD APRON

GLOVES MIG/TIG GLOVES MIG GLOVES TIG SLEEVE

JACKET LKM SYLE

GAITERS CUP

NEW!



LOKERMANN Srl · Via Produzione 16/18 · 37044 Cologna Veneta (Vr) Italy

www.lokermann.eu  lokermann@lokermann.eu

LOKERMANN IS A NEW BRAND OF WELDING EQUIPMENT BORN IN 2017.

Its range consists in Welding machines, welding torches and individual eyes and
respiratory protection for the welder.

All the products are made with unique and exclusive design
and constructed accordingly to our own technical features,

which come out from a long experience in welding.

High price competitiveness, loyal, friendly but professional approaching,
a big warehouse in Europe with prompt deliveries,

a reactive and immediate after sales service,
all that makes LOKERMANN the right partner for all

indoor, external, offshore welding applications all world wide.

The company is located in north Italy, the team is young, very ambitious and
always looking for the right partners and exclusive dealers to create a solid group network

and makes LOKERMANN as a well recognized successful brand in welding industrial market.

STAY WITH US, LET’S BUILD THE LKM NETWORK TOGETHER.


